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Abstract: - Web service extraction focuses on the detection of helpful and fascinating web services suitable for Web service composition. This work enhance Ontology Web Language –Semantics (OWL-S) service capability specification for automatic and successful extraction of Web services. The annotated ability condition are planned with the help of environment ontology and constructed based on the connection between atmosphere entities. The Web service extraction structure utilizes annotated capability specification as a input characteristic for categorization, indexing and position. We improve capability specification using ontological annotation to get better Web service extraction and automatic detection of services successfully. Ontological annotation recommends set of linked atmosphere entities to improve the capabilities and semantics of the services. The web service categorization is done using Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm. Indexing is achieved using capability profile keywords in web service atmosphere entities. The ranking of Web service is performed powerfully using semantic organization
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the web service has gained momentum due to the fact that core businesses and outsourcing are published over the internet. Web service is a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) paradigm supports interoperable interaction between machines through standard protocols like Hyper Text Transmission Protocol (HTTP)/Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) over the internet. It defines set of standards (WSDL [1], SOAP [2] and Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [3]) to support service description, discovery and invocation in a uniform interchangeable format between heterogeneous applications. It emerges as a major technology for deploying a loosely coupled internet based applications and enables automated integration of distributed and heterogeneous software systems. It defines and identifies global elements of the web services in order to ensure interoperability between web services. Web service standards provide syntactic interoperability but still automatic interoperability is not fully supported. Web services fail to provide unambiguous and intelligent processing of service in order to discover and compose services efficiently. The semantic web represents and exchanges information in a meaningful way to facilitate automated processing of web descriptions [4]. Ontology is a widely accepted standard for knowledge representation and identified as enabling technology for the Semantic Web [5]. The ontology supports semantically enhanced information processing and interoperability. To enrich semantics of web services, ontology based web service standards are introduced (OWL-S [6], Web Services Semantics (WSDL-S) [7], Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [8]) to enhance a machine processable and understandable semantics. The semantic web service technology enables unambiguous description of web services for automated and machine processable form to provide better service discovery, composition and execution [9]. Semantic Web services express the necessary information for web service discovery and extraction of appropriate services in order to fulfill the interestingness and usefulness of end users. OWL-S is an ontological approach for describing web services. It provides a formal mechanism for describing the semantics of web services. The OWL-S service capabilities are modeled as four attributes inputs, outputs, preconditions, and results of the Web services. To discover, compose and execute the Web service automatically and semantically, OWL-S provides three main components to publish and discover Web services which are service profile, service model and service grounding. OWL-S supports declarative advertisements of service properties and capabilities that can be used for automatic service discovery. Capabilities and futures of Web services are described in OWL-S service profile. The central function of the OWL-S grounding is to show how inputs and outputs are realized as messages in communicable format [10]. But, the OWL-S service capabilities are not precise and expressive to elaborate service specifications. To enhance the capability of OWL-S in terms of expressiveness and machine intelligent processing, environment ontology approach is feasible for evolving Web services capability profiling [11]. It is not just having an interface based descriptor. Here the capability specification is implemented in the form of specification profile with ontological annotations. The specification profile contains a state transition of each web service and its effect on the environment. Thus, all the capabilities are based on environmental ontology, whose characteristics and
interconnections are observable and applicable during service discovery and composition. Annotations are derived based on environment entities and its relations to expose the real capabilities of Web services. These annotated capability specification is shared among the service provider and client.

In Web service extraction bottom-up approach is adapted that need not to give the accurate requirements of requester. It may retrieve a large number of web services using the semantic relationship among them [12]. This approach is used to get the combinatorial detonation and assessment of interestingness and effectiveness of web services. Web services are recognized based on methods like direct, indirect, promotion and inhibition. Finally it retrieves a possible number of web services from OWL-S capability specification related to the approximate user requirements. Due to the tremendous increase of web services, the search becomes a time consuming process and retrieves a vast amount of irrelevant web services. This motivates the need for the efficient web service extraction framework. Finding and invoking the portable composition for web services lead to challenging activity because of the huge amount of web services availability and short content of WSDL description. The semantic web service description may have more than one interface relationships among other web services causes complex association. Therefore, web service requester did not attain the exact useful services. Various complex relationships may lead to an incompatible for delivering and identifying efficient web services. These problems can be addressed by the proposed extraction framework supported by capability profile specifications based on environment ontology.

The major contributions are:
- A extraction framework is proposed that utilize OWL-S capability specification annotated based on environment ontology to describe the web services more elaborately and extraction the number of possible web services more effectively.
- The proposed Web service extraction framework consumes annotated capability specification as a key feature of classification, indexing and ranking to make the discovery more efficient.
- To classify the Web services and reduce the searching time, SVM classifier is applied to annotated capability profile. To simplify indexing and ranking process, relationships among various web services are derived based on the capability profile keywords.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work of the web service extraction concepts. Section 3 examines an overview of the proposed capability profile framework. Section 4 organizes the experimental setup, the performance evaluation and results. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper along with future enhancement.

2 RELATED WORK

The web service specifications are described semantically. These specifications examine the semantic relation between the web services. The extraction and composition technique are developed manually or semi automatically. The traditional method of service discovery is mainly based on matching of keywords, WSDL or other service description information. The major advantage is that the realization logic is simple, but it can’t identify the semantic information perfectly, the recall and the precision are low. The discovery of service is a standardized function of any service registry conforming to UDDI. Furthermore, the service discovery is a very important task for automated business service composition and integration [13]. UDDI has the limitation that the service discovery supports only functional requirements. Service community extraction for the composite web service discovery was proposed to effectively discover and dynamically compose the web services [14]. Context based approach is used to classify free text available in WSDL descriptions for service matching and composition [15], but it does not support ontological approach.

Web services classification is performed based on the category and interface descriptions given in the WSDL document. Association rules [16] [17] have been applied for building web services classifier for automatically classifying web services. This determines the category of a web service and set of predefined categories. The main goals of this work are 1) To build a classification system using association rule which is applied on the category of Web services, operations and its textual documentation namely argument definitions and comments written by developers.
- 2) To analyze the importance of a term to a particular category varies with its frequency and appearance in other documents.
- 3) To analyze whether this system gives better accuracy other than the primitive methods used for classification or not. But this classification mechanism does not support semantic web service extraction and classification. A Naïve Bayes classifier called METEOR-S, which extracts the names of all operations and arguments declared in WSDL documents of pre-categorized web services [18].

The extraction based on WordNet based Web Service Similarity Extraction (WSSM) uses the clustering approach to find the efficient services [19]. The clustering is constructed using the word matrix but it may not support the verb in the semantics. Woogle is a search engine based on similarity search for web services [20]. Consequently, it leads to better search engine result but it does not provide support for semantic web services. The spectrum clustering [21] may lead a simple search process, although it does not guarantee the good quality service selection. The semantic web service composition in IRS-III approach contains the semi automated tool to guide the user step by step process. Therefore, this approach is considered as a semi automated process and user need to do a manual composition [22]. Association rule extraction contains knowledge repository and rules. These rules can help to know which service are most related, best performance, quality and usage among the available services in compositions [23].

 Semantic web services are facing some problems and limitations because of lack of automation and different languages [24]. Therefore, these problems limit their improvement and progression. There is no agreement on which language has to be used while describing the semantic information. It mainly uses OWL-S and WSMO. The WSMO [8] provides a conceptual model for the semantic markup of Web Services together. Web Service Modeling
Language (WSML) provides the formal logic-based grounding of information [25] but, it lacks of formal semantics of service capabilities.

3 Web Service Extraction Framework
3.1 Capability Specification for Web Services using atmosphere Ontology

Construction and detailed algorithm description is presented in [10]. The environment ontology based capability specification is similar to WSMO. Because of loosely coupled web service environment entities are shared among multiple web services and it supported to describe an expressive capability specification in service interface [26][27]. The environment entity of a web service is considering a state transmission among various domain entities surrounding that web service. Environment ontology satisfies the difficulty of different concept levels. The environment ontology construction looks like a tree-based structure. It contains the domain Tree like Hierarchical State Machine (THSM) and contains the relationship between the various THSM [28]. Then it obtains the specific domain Hierarchical State Machine (HSM) which is derived from domain THSM and uses the relationship with other THSM domains. The capability specification of the web service is represented using the state transitions among the surrounding entities.

3.2 Classification approach

Web services may belong to various categories and business domains. For efficient web service identification and retrieval, classification provides the foundation on which rest of the process has to be built. There is a large number of algorithms exist to classify web services such as string matching, clustering and keyword identification. This research applies SVM to classify the web service in terms of keywords that are presented in capability profile specifications. The annotated capability profile contains more detailed information about web services and it may lead to better classification of web services. Classification may consist of predefined categories and domains. Web services are assigned to the specific categories based on the top-most keywords identified. This categorization is useful for future identification and retrieval of web services. SVM is a supervised machine learning algorithm and it should contain the predefined set of training data for categorization. Testing web services (i.e.) uncategorized services are categorized based on predefined training data [29].

First, extract the capability profile keyword from web service interfaces using recognition methods. The Term Frequency (TF) is calculated from extracted keywords in the whole web service interfaces and capability specification of each web service. The Invert Document Frequency (IDF) is calculated upon comparing the capability profile keyword in a single web service and the whole testing web services. Finally, the capability profile keyword weight is calculated and categorized based on the weight. The training web services have some predefined capability profile keywords while categorization takes place.

Input:
Predefined training web services with capability profile denoted as $\text{TWscp}$ and the training capability profile keyword is $\text{Tckp}$.

Parameters:
1. Training web services with capability profile $\text{TWscp}$ and training capability profile keyword $\text{Tckp}$.
2. Testing web services with capability profile description $\text{WScp}$ and weighted capability profile keywords $\text{W(CPk)}$.

Output:
Categorized web services based on capability profile $\text{Cws} = \{\text{WScp1}, \text{WScp2}... \text{WScpn}\}$;

Step 1: Consider a web service description OWL-S with capability profile (WScp)

$$\text{WScp} = \{d1, d1, d3... ...dn\};$$

Step 2: Extract a capability profile keywords (CPk) from WScp.

$$\text{CPk} = \{k1, k2, k3 ...kn\};$$

Step 3: Calculate frequency of CPk in a WScp

$$\text{Freq}(\text{CPk}, \text{WScp}) = \frac{(\text{CPk}, d)}{\text{|WScp|}}$$

Step 4: Calculate the TF of CPk

$$\text{TF}_{\text{CPk}} = \frac{\text{Freq}(\text{CPk}, \text{WScp})}{\text{|WScp|}}$$

Step 5: Calculate the invert capability profile of keywords frequency

$$\text{IDF}(\text{CPk}) = \log \frac{|d|}{|d_n \in \text{WScp}|}$$

Step 6: Calculate the TF/IDF for CPk

$$W(\text{CPk}) = \text{TF}_{\text{CPk}} \times \text{IDF}^2(\text{CPk})$$

Step 7: According to different weights (W) the capability profile keywords are compared to the training capability profile keywords Tckp.

$$\text{WScp} = \text{compare}(W(\text{CPk}), \text{Tckp});$$

Step 8: According to the SVM the predefined training capability keyword and testing capability profile is considered for classification. Instead of considering hyperplane in SVM, the capability profile keyword is used. If keyword is related to the capability profile keyword, web service assigned to that category.

Step 9: Categorized web services based on capability profile.

$$\text{Cws} = \{\text{WScp1}, \text{WScp2}... \text{WScpn}\}$$
3.3 Indexing web Services

The web services index is constructed based on annotated capability profile extracted from environment ontology. Web service index improves retrieval efficiency and composition [32]. The index may contain the top-most occurring identified keywords from capability profile. Each and every web service has been constructed in the service index. An OWL supports richer semantics and facilitates more flexible automation of services in terms of use. The indexing includes capability profile keyword and web services name.

**Input:** Number of web service domains with capability profile specification.

\[ C_{ws} = \{W_{Scp1}, W_{Scp2} \ldots W_{Scpn}\} \]

**Output:** Capability profile index \( I_{ws} \). Consider a capability profile keyword \( k \).

**Foreach** \( k \) ( \( C_{ws} \) **do**

**If** \( k( W_{Scp} \) **then**

Add \((k, d)\);

\( I_{ws}(\text{add}(k, d)) \);

**Else**

Continue loop;

**End if**

\( I_{ws} = \{I_{ws1}, I_{ws2} \ldots I_{wsn}\}; \)

**End for**

The keyword matching algorithm plays a vital role to match the indexes. The specific keyword may match more than one web services in the indexing semantic description of capability profile. Therefore, it will provide a better web service for the upcoming ranking process.

3.4 Web Service Ranking

As more than one web service leads inefficient web service identification. Hence, it needs to be ranked for finding the best service. The proposed ranking approach uses association relationship among capability profile of web services. The highest ranking based order web services are retrieved from the web service ranking table.

**Ranking using capability profile semantic association**

Relationships exist among the domain entities are complex. This relationship is expressed as semantic associations. The semantic relationship may be found using capability profile association among web services [33]. Ontology represents the associations that span across multiple domains. These are paths connect at least two entities and may involve multiple intermediate entities and relations. Ranking of the capability profile semantic associations facilitate the selection of most relevant relationships among entities. This may have a large collection of association with other web services capability profile. Consider domain ontology below.

\[ D_{1} = \{w_{s1}, ws_{2} \ldots ws_{n}\}; \text{ and } D_{2} = \{w_{s1}, ws_{2} \ldots ws_{n}\}; \]

\[ RELoC_{P} = \{(w_{s1}, W_{s2}) \ldots (w_{sn}, W_{sn})\}; \]

The single web service capability profile may have more than one association relationship over other capability profiles. Thus, it needs to find the relationship with every web service.

**Foreach** \( W_{S} \) ( \( C_{ws} \) **do**

**For** \( W_{Scpk} \) ( \( C_{ws} \) **then**

Find relations \((W_{Scpk}, C_{ws})\); // finding the relationships

Calculate \((C_{Prel}); // calculating the number of association

Rank \((C_{Prel}); // assigning ranks

Display Rank = \{C_{Prel1}, C_{Prel2} \ldots\};

**End for**

**End for**

After finding the relationship with every capability profiles, calculate the association status for which one having more. Then rank web services based on the highest number of association. Finally, display the ranked web services. The retrieved web service’s details and interface relationships are extracted from the web service repository. Web service description is represented using OWL-S. The results are displayed as a highest ranking order and user picks any one from given services.

4 Performance Analysis

This section describes the experimental setup and provides empirical analysis on the capability profile framework. The proposed capability profile web service framework is compared with existing ontology based discovery in terms of execution time, precision and recall.

4.1 Experimental Setup

The web services are deployed in open source Java Enterprise Edition / Netbean /Glassfish/MYSQL environment for the experimental evaluation. Experimental setup contains 600 web services classified into 30 categories. For each Web service, the repository provides annotated capability profile based on environment ontology. The proposed framework retrieves keywords from the annotated capability profile. SVM classifies web services based on the keywords. The keyword matching algorithm plays a vital role to match the indexes. The specific keyword may match more than one web services in the indexing semantic description of capability profile. Therefore, it will provide a better web service for the upcoming ranking process.

**Performance – Execution Time**

In this experiment execution time is calculated for the requested service. Here, consider 50 queries each with two inputs and one output of required web services. Execution time of a web service does not depend on the number of web services published in the repository. Hence, the execution time depends only on finding and linking required web services from the ranked web services collection. This implementation proves that the time required to find a service can be achieved by the relative constant time. Therefore, time to attain web services depends on time to link the web services from ranked web services.

\[ WS \text{ _ExecTime} = (W_{Scp} + W_{Sm}) \times (\text{Time Find} + \text{Time Link}) \]
Graph 1 shows that the execution time of web services increasing linearly according to the various requester web services query matches (R1= 3, R2 = 5, R3 = 8, R4 = 9, R5 = 11, R6 = 15, R7 = 17) in ranked web services. Consequently, the execution time increased if the number of requested web services match increases in ranked web services collection. Since, the proposed OWL-S annotated capability profile based framework enhances the execution time compared to ontology based discovery. Thus, the proposed capability profile web service description and discovery is much better than the existing ontology based web services discovery.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the capability profile based web service extraction framework, for a given web service request, compare the precision and recall of finding requested Web services. The graph 2 explores the precision of annotated capability profile web service versus WSDL extraction framework based on the sample collection of web services. The precision and recall results are presented on a graph method.

Graph 2 shows the precision of the proposed framework and existing WSDL based extraction framework for 50 queries executed. The precision of the result reveals that the proposed extraction framework is more accurate in retrieving Web services.

**Precision**

This is a fraction of the returned results that are relevant. Precision performance metric is commonly used to measure accuracy of information recovery. It measures the fraction of the correct web services among retrieved recommended web services.

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{Number of Related Web services Extracted}}{\text{Number of Extracted Web Services}}
\]

**Graph-2 Precision**

![Graph-2 Precision](image-url)
Recall
This is a fraction of the relevant services in the collection that were returned by the system:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Number of Related Web services Extracted}}{\text{Number of Related Web services}}
\]

The graph-3 presents the recall of the relevance of web services retrieval. The extraction framework for a given number of services presented on the X-axis and recall of the given framework is presented on the Y-axis. The recall is compared with a capability based extraction framework and WSDL text based extraction framework. The annotated capability profile based web service extraction framework recall is more accurate than WSDL based framework.

The proposed annotated capability profile framework avoids the data redundancy and reduces the total service execution time. As a result, comparing with web service extraction methods, the capability profile web service discovery strategy is put forward that the precision and recall ratio have been improved. The quality of the capability profile based description has improved the efficiency of discovery and composition of web services. This indicates that the web services based on WSDL is not enough for extraction web service. The results summarize the significance of adding annotated capability profile descriptions to the web services when supplying the service for public use.

5 CONCLUSION
This work introduces extraction framework based on annotated capability profile description for the rich and enhanced meaning representation of web services. This work contributes to an effective discovery and composition of web services. Capability specification is enriched using ontological annotation to improve the effectiveness of Web service extraction. The annotated capability specifications are designed using environment ontology which is constructed based on environment entities. The constructed Web service extraction framework uses annotated capability specification for classification, indexing and ranking. The experimental results show an improved execution time, precision and recall. The indexing and ranking with the uses of capability profile performs much better than existing WSDL based extraction.
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